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ABSTRACT 

*h» ™~ V** *> e n* e n e concentration in the primary circuit of 

xow value / < 10 %/ so as to avoid considerable foul in» т« 
this case steam of high diphenyl contenfís produced 2 * t 2 
steam generator if there is an equilibrium seoaratiL TÍ?! 
phenomenon disadvantageous^ lowers the efficiency ol'the 
S r S Í M f J í i ; i P a p e r f e a l S W i t h t h e ^vestígaUonSf the effect 
tLtltintntiT a P P l i e d t 0 t h e a b o v e s v s t * m - «« reÄuufihci 
a^ingíl p f a t r i f ^ h ^ c t í l í i n f coí™ *? **?*** b y * * Ä ^ construction? rectifying column is of appropriate 

KIVONAT 

A difenil-benzol eleggyel müködö, másfélkörös rend
szerű organikus atomerőmű primer körében a fouling elkerülésé
re a benzoltartalom alacsony értéken / < 10 %/ tartandó. A gőz
generátorban ekkor egyensúlyi szétválasztás mellett difenilben 
das goz keletkezi;, ami a körfolyamat hatásfoka szempontjából 
.áros. Jelen dolgozat fenti rendszer esetében a rektifikáció 
hatásának kísérleti vizsgálatát tárgyalja. A mérések szerint a 
kívánt szétválasztás a kolonna megfelelő kialakítása esetében 
már egyetlen tányérral megvalósítható. 

РЕЗЮМЕ 
Для того, чтобы в органической атомной энергетической 

установке с пзлуторокснтурной схемой, работающей на дифенил-
бснэолооои смеси, предотвратить фаулинг, содержания бензола 
поддерживается на ниэном уровне / < 10% /. В этом случае в паро
генераторе при равновесном разделении образуется пар, обогащен
ный в дифениле, который с точки зрения к.п.д. цинла является 
вредным. В этой же работе обсуждается экспериментальное иссле
дование влияния ректификации в случае вышеуказанной схемы. 
Согласно измерениям желательное разделение в случае соответст
вующего оформления колонны можно осуществить уже с одной та
релкой. 



fIntroduction 

f In refs. f l] and (J2 ] we have presented in short the scheme 
у and operational principle of the one-and-a-half circuit nuc-
I lear power plant and our measurements performed for clearing 
up the processes occurring in the above 3ystem. Да it is known, 

f the one-and-a-half circuit system differs from the usual so-
J lution of the nuclear power plants operating with a primary 
| and secundary circuit separated in the steam generator» This 
| system contains a mixing heat exchanger as steam generator» 
| Because the very great difference between the boiling points 
I of the primary and secondary circuit media it becomes possible 
| to product steam, in a mixing heat exchanger. Шел the high 
| boiling point reactor coolant is mixed with the low boiling 
|working medium in the steam generator» then steam rich in the 
Й 

I low boiling component and liquid poor in the same component 
p are produced. The investigated pair of media were diphenyl 
t and benzene, so a mixture of diphenyl-benzene was circulating 
| In the studied system and this mixture was poor in benzene in 
I the primary circuit; and was rich in benzene in the secondary 
I circuit. The concentration of the mixture in both circuits is 
| determined by the equilibrium values belonging to the applied 
| pressure and temperature, 

I Preliminary calculations showed that the efficiency of the 
\ turbine cycle improved by increasir^ the benzene content of 
Í the steam. Simultaneously the pressjre prevailing in the re
actor rises steeply with the increase of the benzene content 

í 4' 
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in the coolant. The higher benzene concentration affects un* 
v-ivourably the ••fouling" on the heating surface in the reactor 
as well. From the above said it follows unequivocally that in 
our steam generator very effective separation of the components 
should be attained. At the sane time it is directly seen by the 
phase-equilibrium diagrams presented in ref • fll that this can
not be attained by an equilibrium separation» In the present 
paper we describe our measurements carried out for studying the 
possibility of rectification in the steam generator of the one* 
and-a-half circuit system. These measurements, similarly to the 
equilibrium! ueasureuents» were designed to be carried out at 
pressures of lo-15-2o ata in a way that a benzene concentration 
ron̂ re ox 0-З0 weight-# should prevail mainly in the liquid cir
cuit and thst of 7o-loo weight-^ benzene in the steam circuit. 

Loop 

The measurements outlined in the introduction were carried out 
with a loop shown in Fig.l. which was essentially identical with 
that used Tor the investigation of the equilibrium separation 
£2] • The difference is due Uo the deviating nature of the task. 
The 3tca?i generator "1" was joined the rectifying column. The 
benzene-poor aediu-a of the primary circuit was circulated through 
the heating elemets n8" by the pumps n7n. The initial impurities 
and Uhose entering the system during operation are removed by 
the filters "9". The super-heat of the steam streaming through 
the throttle valve, re -nlating the steam flow is removed in the 
desuperheater "г" by »:..з condensate itself» The steam con
densed in condenser "З" is transported back into the steam ge
nerator from the condensate tank и 4 " by the condensate- and 
feed-pump system n3n• ^be nucesoary preheating of the conden
sate may be realized by the combination of the desuperheater 
f ,2" and the electrically heated preheater "6 M. The equipment 
was discharged - for safety sake - into discharge tank " W 
at every pause in ths operation. Nitrogen pressure was used for 
the charge and discharge. The samples for measuring the concent-
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rations or" the liquid and steam respectively were taken from 
the bypass lines by the sampling valves W 1 1 H and w13"» after 
the appropriate cooling of the media. The flow rate were mea
sured by the Uirbine-flowmeters w l o M and H 1 2 w respectively» Л 
looJfl platinum resistance-theraometer was used for the thermo
metry and Bourdon-tube type manometer for measuring the 
pressures, 
The rectifying coluian 

The loop was designed for the maximum parameters of Т ш а я
 в 

42o °C and p _ = 25 ata. This limit v/as introduced partly 
max 

because in r.'ue case of diphenyl the pirolytic decomposition 
increases sharply above 42o °C and partly because the pumps 
could be loaded at a temperature of 4oo °C with a maximum of 
25 ata* V/ith Cue friction-losses in the primary circuit and 
essen'iialy in the throttle valve the maximum pressure which 
could 0 studied in the steam Generator amounted to 2o ata t 

which v/as satisfactory for our purposes. 
In our case the rectifying column operates with an infinite 
reflux. In the closed circuit the complete distillate is fed 
back. V/ith the nean values of the concentration intervals to 
be studied /x ß = 15 vreitht-*& ~ 25,3 mol-% and y ß s 85 weight-^ 
= ')1,8 mol-/S/ the necessary theoretical number of plates was 
n » 2 , as seen in Fig.2« 

Аз to the construction of the column a packed column was chosen 
because of the simplicity ox the construction and the easy 
alterability, if necessary. 

Tae flooding steam velocity for the choice of the column di
ameter was calculated by the following relationship [2] 5 
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*j \< ű- ¥ '̂"1 -«*• ^t)\)" 
which is reduced by assuming to have L/G = 1, to 

4 ч<ь i h' J-°.°»-<Нк) » 
In the knowledge of the flooding steam velocity the vertical 
dimensions for the accommodation of the packing equivalent with 
the theoretical plate were obtained by the following relation
ship: 

resp« with substituting -j-- = 1 
LMB» 

where 
d . - u 

e a. 

As the concentration of the liquid fed into the steaft gene
rator was greatly varied during the measurements, the degree 
of enrichment obtainable with the two theoretical stages may 
be expected between 7o-9o weight-^* Яде variation of the con
centration of the liquid and the steam will affect the height 
of the packing which is equivalent with the theoretical stage, 
therefore we have calculated with apriori assumed data the 
values summarized in Oíable 1# 
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Our initial data were the foilowings 

Haschig rin* with the dimensions of 0 8 x 8 x 1,5 
" * n H of 0 12 % 12 at 1,5 

p s lo - 15 - 2o ata 
L = Gt = 8o kg/h 

лЬе other data for the calculations were adopted from refs. ?4lf 

[5] &»••*• W -

Table 1* 

weight-^ 

15 ata 
0 8x8x1a5 ring 

ue VA, Ge Н т ЖРР 
шетштташШт~т1*~тяшшш*~тМаШт*шт*Ё*Е!штЪ 

D rGe V/V, Ge 

7o 

8o 

Ü , 1 5 1 2 о ,362 0,149 o,3o5 1O,249 0,627 o,547 
,с,153о 0,655 0,157 o,311 o,245 o,535 0,364 

o,7o5 
o ,3 l2 

9o 0,1489 o f ő46 o,168 o,316 
JL 

0,259 o,557 o,389 

2o ata 

0,318 

80 

85 

9o 

95 

o,lcl3 
o,loll 

1 o,loo8 

o,o994 

o, l373 

o,ö5o 
0,822 

o,76o 

0,144 

0,151 

0,165 

0,182 

0,326 

o,33o 

0,334 

0,343 

o,184 

o,18o 

o,173 
o,16o 

о,4&г 

0,483 

o,479 

o,473 

o,3?5 

o f 349 

o,379 
o,413 

o,326 

o,33o 

o,334 

o,343 

In the knowledge of the r e s u l t s of Table 1 . we decided to apply 
Kaschig r i n c s with the diiteniiions of 0 8 x 8 x 1,5» ФЬ* quotients 
of the rea l and the f loodiag steam v e l o c i t i e s appearing i n c o 
lumn "3" of Table 1» were obtained of the tube dimension of I .D. 
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118 mm; these can be regarded satisfactory, as the column works 
in the vicinity of the lower flooding point» As Нтг™»« - the 
equivalent height of packing - was calculated by the flooding 
velocity which is a little higher than the real value further
more equilibrium concentration v/as never reached in the column 
and the separating efficiency was not known, for safety's sake 
a column suitable for the accommodation of two 15o mm high pack
ing was designed. 

The physical properties in the expression ,tH:rempn were sub
stituted by t.ie arithmetical mean of the values of the input 
and output phases of the theoretical stage» The required sepa
ration in the steam generator system is expectedly attained also 
because tae free liquid surface in contact with its own steam 
under tiie packing produces theoretically equilibrium separation» 

Between the two packings the drop-distribution of the liquid 
v/as made uniform again by ensuring a height of 2oo mm for a 
distributor. The first packing body was placed at the same dis
tance over the liquid level. The benzene distributor was situat
ed 200 mm above the upper plate» The contact between counter 
current phases in the unfilled volume gaps produces further 
separation. The column arranged in this way is shown in Fig»2» 
The backfed benzene was distributed by a Kirschbaum type 
distributor shown in Pig.4. The construction above the distri
butor served for the separation of the entrained liquid droplets. 

| In designing the column top the easy and fast change of the 
j packings was cared for» Finally the deflegftation effect of the 
I column wall was reduced with the help of an electrically heated 
I insulation. 
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Experimental procedure 

The measurements v/ere carried out in the following way* 

!•/ V/e filled up the equipment with a diphenyl-benzene mixture 
5o wei~ht->$ concentration. With this concentration no solid : 
crystals appear in the mixture even at room temperature» so 
no freezing risks existed. Then benzene was aestillated at a 
low pressure /1-2 ata/ into the discharge tank until the de*~ 
sired liquid concentration was riched. As the destillate ob* : 
tained at lev; pressure consisted of nearly pure benzene, 
there was no risk of its freezing either. 

2./ The secoi'd step was the setting of the pressure for the 
required va.!ue. The measurements v/ere intended to be carried 
out at pressures of lo-ll>-2o ata f similarly to the equilib
rium ;ne.-u: uro ments according to [l] . Jhe setting of the ac
curate uT£3s\;rc would havu i-eken up too much time» therefore 
we dci, e. 'nnned froa the T -x« /temperature- concentration/ dia-
grcEio t'ie error in the vcslue of concentration caused by the 
deviation of the pressure. 

It was found that a deviation of Д р = + o f5 ata in the studi
ed piesLure and concentration ran^e would cause a deviation 
of about + o,5 weight-»" in the concentration, which is within. 
the laeau-jrGricn1; error limits of the concentration measurement; 
therefore in the following vro required an accuracy in the 
pressure of about p +, o,5 ata. 

3#/ The measurements v/ere started rLth the investigation of the 
empty column without packing because the liquid level in the 
column waß working as a theoretical stage and according to 
our preliminary measurements a certain degree of separation 
occurred in the unpacked column as a result of the different 
doflegmatinff effects. 
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*•/ In the knowledge of the separating effect? of the unpacked 
solum we started the investigation with packing« In eur 
measurements - instead of the planned packing height - one 
of H * 5o mm was studied with Haschig rings of 0 8x8x1,5 
and H e 15o mm with Raschig rings of 0 12x12x1 ,T» as the 
required concentration was attained even so in consequence 
of the processes discussed in detail previously» The con
centrations both in the liquid-, and in the steam circuits 
were determined as the averages of three samples each, samp* 
led after the equilibrium was attained and the measurements 
were carried out with an ÁBBB type refractometer. On choos
ing the individual measuring points the temperature of the 

i benzene fed back as reflux was varied, because this tempe
rature varies in the nuclear power plant of one-and-a-half 
circuit as well, depending on the degree of preheating. 

Even the preliminary measurements showed that in spite of a heat-
lug capacity of 3 kW applied on the wall of the column and care
ful theriaal insulation the thermal losses could not be reduced 
to zero. At the same time the benzene feedback temperature varied 
also during our measurements. In the interest of the comparability 
of the results we had to take into consideration the deflegmation 
effect and the simultaneous separating effect of the cold reflux 
and the measured steam-concentration had to be corrected accord
ingly. For this correction we have measured the heat losses of 
the column by applying equilibrium-separation, while the heat 
quantity necessary to heat up the feedback-benzene to the sa-
turation temperature was calculated with the help of the enthalpy-
concentration diagram of ref. [7] . Ш the knowledge of these 
quantities the amount of heat improving additionally the con
centration could be calculated. This improvement as related to 
1 kg. of the steam-rising in the column - Gp - amounts to 

Grl t1 - is/)*-®* 
Ai * — ^ S — -
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and GO the steam-concentration obtained during the measurements 
V7őre corrected by &1 as shovm in Fig.5»» resulting in a satis
factory accuracy if we assuioe that the dei'legmation effect is 
produced in the section above the packed column. 

Our гези1Ьз are 8umm!iriz«d in Table 2 belowt 

fable 2« 

Type of column 
and pressure 

X measured 
mol/mol% 

1 measured 
mol/mol% 

X corrected 
mol/mol% 

Unpacked 
colurai 
lo at 

18 
22,4 
16,9 
14,2 
21,4 
22,8 
16,0 

98,4 
98,7 
97.9 
96,9 
93,3 
96,55 
96,7 
99,5 
97,4 
97,5 
97,3 
97,6 
98,o 

92,6 
9o,5 
85,2 
8o,9 
92,o 
86,7 
85,8 

Unpacked 
col urn 
15 at 

33,3 
13,7 
15,6 
12,3 
9,6 
18,7 

98,4 
98,7 
97.9 
96,9 
93,3 
96,55 
96,7 
99,5 
97,4 
97,5 
97,3 
97,6 
98,o 

97,0 
86,4 
87,6 
87,0 
85,0 
92,7 

II =. 5o mm 
packing 
^S x 8 x 1,5 
15 at 

12,5 
9,4 

; 9,2 

99,75 
99,7 
99,1 

97,2 
96,8 
95,5 

H = 15o шш j 5,2 
.packing 
^12 x 12 x 1,5 4,8 
15 at , 5,8 

• 

98,6 
98,6 
98,8 

95,1 
95,3 
93,2 
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Discussion of the results 

For the easier evaluation of the results they were plotted in 
Figs. 6, 7 and 8 in the form of Y - X diagrams. Tho scattering 
of the points is not great and if the possible errors during the 
uurrection of the measured steam-concentration are taken into 
consideration, they can be regarded as very good. Numerically 
the obtained data show that the required separation can he obtain
ed without the application of packing. This exaggerated good re
sult may be justified by the fact that in consequence of the 
9oo mm hi^h unpacked part of the column and the good liquid 
droplet-distribution result in a good separation. 

i?or testing this phenomenon we hove tried to use different dist
ributors and we found that it influenced the obtained steam-con
centration considerably. 

On the basis of the results obtained at pressures of lo and 15 
atm in the case of unpacked column we decreased the concentration 
in the diphenyl circuit when the packed column was measured at 
15 ata so that the column should not produce higher vapour con
centration than 99 % when little error in the measurement caused 
great errors in the value of the plate efficiency. Also after the 
measureuents with the empty columns it was decided to carry out 
measurements in addition to those performed with Raschig rings 
of (Й 8 x 8 x 1,5 with the less efficient Raschig rings of • 
0 12 x 12 x 1,5 as well. 

finally these measurements resulted in one more conclusion, 
namely that with the low concentration in the diphenyl circuit 
necessary for the reliability of the results, at 2o atm unper-
Eiissible temperatures are produced in the equipment for reasons 
of both the mechanical strength and of polymerization. So the 
measurements at 2o atm had to be abandoned. But column "4 й in 
Table 1 shows clearly that neither the H ^ j , - equivalent height of 
packing, nor the plate efficiency varies considerably,resp.that the 

f 
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plate efficiency obtainable with the same packing is better at 
2o atm. This is in agreement with the aeasurements of Walter and 
Sherwood {̂ 8} , according to which the plate efficiency decreases 
with the increase of the product of the viscosity and the vo
latility. 

Summary 

The purpose of our investigation was to determine the necessary 
number of places for a rectification column connected to the 
steam generator of a nuclear power plant of one-and-a-half cir
cuit» operating with a dipheayl-benzene mixture. In consequence 
or* the small amount of media that could be circulated in the loop 
no plate - structured column could be applied, as a plate effi
ciency could have been evaluated only with difficulties in con
sequence of the wall effect, whereas in the column packed with 
the used Raschid rings well-proved methods could be used for 
calculating the height of trio packing, i.e. the H.™p value. 

By öur measurements it could be established that vapour of high 
benzene concentration - necessary to the good plant efficiency -
can be ensured even if the reactor coolant is fed below the 
liquid level into the steam generator and the condensate from 
the secondary circuit is fed back through an effective liquid 
distributor above the liquid level. 

It is known from other investigations that the pirolytic and 
radiolycic stability of the material, and the "fouling" on the 
heating elements are unfavourably influenced by the high ben
zene concentrations in the primary circuit, therefore it is 
advised to maintain the benzene concentration in the primary 
circuit at a low level of about o,o5 *• Xg ̂  o,15- In. the caee 
of liquid concentrations like these in the primary circuit the 
optimum steam concentration can be realized by the Inclusion 
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of one single rectifying plate. In the one-plate column it 
is advised to use a solution with plate - instead of pack
ing - in order to ensure low pressure losnes of the steam. 
The one-plate separation сзл be realized in the steara-dome of 
the steam generator, i.e. without the application of an extra 
column. 
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Hot a l i o n s : 

G [fcs/h] 
% S Tp L l a ! 

X. Гкг/Ы 
lie 

''*v [ 'kca l /h i 
•p [°ol ^ 
V \m * n Л "• • 

ЧГ 
4Ge fri/nec"! 
X [nol/racl] 
Y fmol/mr-lj 
a UW ] 
de fia J 
g \ъ/нес'~ ] 
i [lical/kfjj 
hi 

P 
[ l igAc] 

У N/^j 
e [rf/E* ] 
* > L^Pl 

steam flow rate 
height equivalent with one theo
retical plate 
liquid flowerate 
Reynods number 
heat loss 
teuiperature 
velocity 
flooding steaa velocity 
liqi.id concentration 
steam concentration 
specific surface 
equilibrium diameter 
acceleration of gravity 
enthalpy 
slope of equilibrium curve 
pressure 
liquid concentration 
steam concentration 
specific free volume 
viscosity 

о [кс/~?] density 

iT'd'i c:*:;: 

В benzene 
I) 6 i phenyl 
L l i q u i d 
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Fig. 2. Determination of ihe theoretical 
number of ptates 
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kcal/kg V*corrected vapour 
concentration 
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fig. 5. Correction of /he measured 
vapour concentration 
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Fig. 6. ТЫ measured vapour concentrations 
in the unpacked column ai 10 aim. 
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fig. 7. The measured vapour concentra
tions in the unpacked column at 
fS ű/m. 
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x Hm50mm high ф **8*1ß Raschig ring packing 

П'д. 8. The measured vapour concentrations 
with Rasch ig ring packing at 15 atm. 
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